[Do controlled ovarian hyperstimulations and cryopreservations promote recurrences after breast cancer?]
The objective of this review was to identify recurrences (ipsilateral, contralateral, metastases and deaths) occurring after controlled ovarian hyperstimulation (COH) or cryopreservation of ovarian tissue (CPTO) for patients treated for a breast cancer. We performed a bibliographical research through the Pubmed/Medline database, including all the references from January 2006 until September 2016, in French or in English, after exclusion of animal studies. The keywords association "breast neoplasms", "fertility preservation", "reproductive techniques", "ovarian cryopreservation" and "in vitro fertilization" allowed the selection of 852 publications among which only 6 were selected because they included data on recurrence and long term follow up. Four publications involved HSC (3 before breast cancer treatment and 1 after) and 2 concerned CPTO with re-implantation. This analysis has not shown increasing of breast recurrences after HSC and CPTO. However, results were not statistically significant, due to several biases in particular heterogeneousness of the groups of patients. A survey of patients who used fertility preservation or assisted reproductive technologies after breast cancer would be helpful to better estimate their oncological risk.